Background: Subject motion is known to produce spurious covariance among time-series in functional connectivity that has been reported to induce distance-dependent spurious correlations. Purpose: To present a feasibility study for applying the extended Kalman filter (EKF) framework for high temporal resolution motion correction of resting state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) series using each simultaneous multi-slice (SMS) echo planar imaging (EPI) shot as its own navigator. Study Type: Prospective feasibility study. Population/Subjects: Three human volunteers. Field Strength/Sequence: 3T GE DISCOVERY MR750 scanner using a 32-channel head coil. Simultaneous multi-slice rsfMRI sequence with repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE) 5 800/30 ms, and SMS factor 6. Assessment: Motion estimates were computed using two techniques: a conventional rigid-body volume-wise registration; and a high-temporal resolution motion estimation rigid-body approach. The reference image was resampled using the estimates obtained from both approaches and the difference between these predicted volumes and the original moving series was summarized using the normalized mean squared error (NMSE). 
The most common and widespread approach to manage subject motion in resting state fMRI is to perform retrospective volume-wise rigid realignment for each series acquired. While this technique can help mitigate some motion related problems, it cannot resolve intra-volume (sub-repetition time [TR] ) motion, i.e., different slices within the same volume might be affected by different magnitudes of motion. This might produce unreliable estimates of motion particularly for cases where substantial sub-TR motion is present. In addition, lower precision in motion estimates may affect motion summary metrics such as framewise displacement (FD) , that are used to censor frames corrupted by sudden motion (one volume to the next). 2, 3, 6 The fMRI is conventionally acquired slice-by-slice in 2D echo planar imaging (EPI). However, the recent development of simultaneous multi-slice (SMS) provides a tool to obtain several slices at once (one shot) that are prospectively separated into individual slices. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] SMS is used to decrease the acquisition time for each fMRI run, while at the same time provides a subset (depending on the multislice factor) of the complete 3D volume, where all slices are obtained at the same time, i.e., no motion among slices acquired simultaneously. Therefore, this subset of 3D volumetric information can be used to produce high temporal motion estimates for each shot.
The purpose of the current work is to present an initial feasibility study for applying a previously described image based tracking method 13 for higher temporal resolution motion estimation using each multi-slice EPI shot as its own navigator (i.e., self-navigated).
Materials and Methods
The study was approved by the local Institutional Review Board. Three healthy volunteers (one male, 33 years old; two females, 24 and 26 years old) were recruited for the study and provided written informed consent.
Image Acquisition
For each volunteer six resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) runs were acquired on a 3T GE DISCOVERY MR750 scanner using a 32-channel head coil with the following parameters: TR/TE (ms) 5 800/30; in plane resolution52.4 3 2.4 mm 2 ; matrix 5 90 3 90; number of slices 5 60; slice thickness 5 2.4 mm; simultaneous multi-slice factor 5 6; number of temporal frames 5 380; and echo planar imaging readout; axial in-plane orientation. The scanning time to obtain the six rs-fMRI runs was slightly over 30 min. Each SMS acquisition was reconstructed offline using the raw data. Two of the volunteers were asked to remain as still as possible for three of the rs-fMRI runs, while for the other three runs, they were asked to rotate their head continuously around the z axis (yaw rotation). The third volunteer was instructed to remain still for two of the rs-fMRI runs, to rotate the head around the x-axis (pitch rotation or nodding) for two runs, and to displace the head to different positions within the coil and remain in that location (sudden motion) for the last two runs. For each run where the volunteers were asked to move continuously (z or x rotations continuously through the run) the instruction to start moving was given approximately 30 seconds into the run, and they were also instructed to rest for the last 30 seconds of the run. These motion experiments were designed to assess the accuracy and precision of both through-plane and in-plane subject motion.
Motion Estimation
The average volume of the first rs-fMRI run without staged motion was used as the reference volume for motion estimation for each volunteer. Rigid-body motion estimates were obtained in two different ways for all staged-motion fMRI runs: Conventional volume-wise rigid motion estimation using mcflirt (FSL, FMRIB, Oxford, UK) 14 ; and the proposed framework with high resolution motion estimation using each simultaneous multi-slice shot as its own navigator (i.e., self-navigated) as described below.
Self-navigated Motion Estimation
Three-dimensional (3D) rigid body motion estimation was carried out using the extended Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm as applied previously by White et al 13 to obtain real-time motion tracking in structural brain imaging using navigators. The EKF algorithm provides recursive motion estimates in nonlinear dynamic systems perturbed by Gaussian noise. 15 For the purpose of this study, the EFK algorithm was applied retrospectively to the data after all the imaging frames were collected. In addition, to prevent areas like the neck and jaw from contributing adversely to the motion estimates, a brain region of interest (ROI) was obtained using a T 2 *-EPI brain atlas registered to the reference image. Only the subset of voxels included in the ROI were used for motion estimation.
Image Resampling
To establish the performance of the motion estimates, the reference volume was resampled to the original moving image using the produced motion estimates. For the volume-wise motion estimation approach, one set of rigid motion estimates was obtained for each frame and used to resample the reference volume to native (moving) space. For the high-temporal resolution motion estimation approach, one set of rigid motion estimates was obtained for each multi-slice shot. Therefore, the 3D reference volume was resampled for each of the multi-shot motion estimates. After obtaining the high-temporal resolution resampled reference image, the slice selection order of the simultaneous multi-slice algorithm was applied to form a final 4D spatiotemporal image with the same temporal resolution as the original moving image. The reference volumes resampled to the moving image space will be referred from now on as predicted volumes as they represent the location of the reference image predicted using the motion estimates for each approach.
Motion Estimates Accuracy
The accuracy of the motion estimation approaches presented can be evaluated by comparing the predicted time-series to the original time-series using the mean squared error normalized by the square of the mean or the original image volume:
where n is the number of voxels for each 3D volume, x i is the intensity value for voxel i of the original moving image, x is the mean signal intensity of the 3D original moving volume and y i is the intensity value for voxel i of the predicted volume. To summarize the NMSE for each 4D spatiotemporal run, we calculated the mean and standard deviation of the NMSE across each time-series. 
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Month 2018FIGURE 2: Plot of the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) metric between the original moving image and predicted volume resampled using high-temporal motion estimates (blue line) and volume-wise motion estimates (red line) (Volunteer 1, staged continuous motion run 3). The black broken line indicates temporal frame when the volunteer started rotating the head. The black solid box indicates the frame range that corresponds to the motion estimates depicted in Figure 1A and 1B. 
Results
In Figure 1A , it is shown how the proposed correction framework successfully estimated sub-TR staged rotations of up to 10 degrees for one of the series where the volunteer was prompted to rotate their head around the z axis (inplane yaw rotation). In Figure 1B , the rotation estimates for the same temporal volumes obtained using volume-wise motion correction are presented. By comparing Figure 1A and Figure 1B , it can be observed how sub-TR motion cannot be detected using volume-wise motion correction. Particularly, the volume-wise motion estimates resemble an approximated average of the previous high-resolution estimates that might be very variable for fast paced motion. Equivalently, Figure 1C and 1D depict the high resolution and volume-wise rotation estimates for one subject prompted to rotate their head around the x-axis (throughplane roll rotation). The motion estimates using volumewise estimation resemble an approximate average of sub-TR motion resulting in underestimated and delayed values of rotations. The NMSE metric between the volumes of the original image and the predicted images are reported in Figure 2 for one run with continuous staged motion. As presented, there is a large difference between predicted volumes resampled using volume-wise motion estimates and the original moving image. However, there is a lower difference between the predicted volumes resampled using super resolution motion estimates and the original moving image. To summarize the differences between predicted volumes and the original moving image, the mean and standard deviation across all temporal frames for each series with staged motion and at rest are reported in Table 1 . Our results outline how the difference between the predicted volume using volume-wise motion estimates and the original moving image is always higher than the difference between the predicted volume using high temporal resolution motion estimates and the original image using the described ID metric.
For staged continuous rotations, the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) using high temporal resolution motion estimates ranged between .096], respectively, when using volume-wise motion estimates. For motion-free runs, the NMSE for each series were found to be very low compared with the runs with motion and very similar for both estimation methods as might be expected. In Figure 3 , an example of the subtracted image between predicted volumes and the original image in one series acquired with staged continuous motion along the z-axis is presented. To provide a complete depiction of the difference between predicted volumes and the original moving volume, Supporting Video S1, which is available online, has been included as supplemental material presenting the "moving" middle slice for one complete series with staged continuous in-plane motion. This animation is an extension of Figure 3 for all frames acquired. 
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For the two series including sudden fixed displacements, the sharp displacements were promptly detected using high temporal resolution estimates, while for volumewise estimates the displacement was not correctly depicted until a complete volume was acquired. This effect is presented in Figure 4 where we can observe the evolution of the NMSE metric around a sudden head displacement (transition motion). In Figure 4 , additional panels have been included to present the original, predicted and subtracted images at each step presented in the NMSE plot, i.e., before, during, and after the transition motion occurred.
Discussion
Our results demonstrate how it is possible to use simultaneous multi-slice acquisitions to obtain accurate high temporal (sub-TR) motion estimates using each individual simultaneous multi-slice shot as a navigator. In this study, we have used a robust motion estimation framework described by White et al 13 that is commonly used as a scanner product real-time tracking motion approach, and can be used as well for retrospective motion estimation offline as we have presented.
The importance of motion detection and correction for rs-fMRI analysis is very well known and described in the FIGURE 4: Plot of the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) around a transition motion event (frame 270) showing how volumewise motion correction cannot correct for the fast displacement until the movement has ended. A-F in the plot indicate several values of NMSE that are illustrated in the panels below. A: Original moving image; predicted volume using high-temporal motion estimates and subtracted image between the two before the transition motion (head stable at tilted position). B: Original moving image; predicted volume using volume-wise motion estimates and subtracted image between the two before the transition motion (head stable at tilted position). C: Original moving image; predicted volume using high-temporal motion estimates and subtracted image between the two during the transition motion. D: Original moving image; predicted volume using volume-wise motion estimates and subtracted image between the two during the transition motion. E: Original moving image; predicted volume using high-temporal motion estimates and subtracted image between the two after the transition motion (head stable at centered position). F: Original moving image; predicted volume using volume-wise motion estimates and subtracted image between the two after the transition motion (head stable at centered position).
literature. 1 However, a majority of previous studies are mostly focused on how to improve rs-fMRI analysis in the presence of motion after volume-wise correction. 3, [16] [17] [18] [19] For instance, motion regression using rigid estimates has been explored using the six motion estimates and its first derivative for two to three timepoints (24-36 parameters in total). Yet, analysis including up to three timepoints of motion estimates was found to leave significant motion related variance in the data. [16] [17] [18] Another approach to avoid the nuisance effects of motion in rs-fMRI is the use of censoring. Censoring of data works by excluding frames that are highly affected by relative motion by means of a relative motion metric like FD. 3, [16] [17] [18] [19] While this technique effectively removes the more affected frames, there are some limitations to it. For instance, the optimal threshold to censor a volume is not yet defined. In addition, there are unaddressed issues related to perform group statistics including datasets that were collected with the same number of frames but have been censored to different extents.
In this study, we explored a different approach to improve motion estimation for temporal acquisitions that focused on obtaining higher temporal resolution estimates of motion using SMS-EPI acquisitions. 20 Our results show how we can track the motion at sub-TR intervals using each SMS shot as a navigator. For our study with a TR of 800 ms, 60 slices and SMS factor 6, we collect 10 SMS shots per TR, resulting in a temporal resolution for motion estimation of 80 ms or 12.5 Hz. Because each SMS shot is only a subset of the complete 3D volume, we use the motion estimates to resample the reference volume to the original moving space (extending the reference 3D volume to the appropriate number of temporal frames for each motion estimation approach). Our results clearly show how the similarity between the predicted volumes and the original moving ones is much higher using the high-temporal motion estimates for resampling. This higher similarity applied to all presented scenarios in this study (staged continuous in-plane motion, staged continuous through-plane motion and during transition motion within the head coil). It is worth mention that it is well-recognized that approaches to obtain higher-temporal resolution motion estimation might mitigate the effects of motion in BOLD data as it was recently described by Beall and Lowe using a slicewise motion correction approach. 21 Some limitations to the work presented here include the specific design for this exploratory approach. For instance, we used the average of a complete "motion-free" run as the reference volume for the proposed motion tracking instead of a single volume from the same run under motion estimation. For prospective studies with patient populations, attention should be placed to avoid using a reference volume that might be corrupted by intra-volume motion. In addition, to optimize our approach we used an approximate brain mask for motion estimation that it is not generally used in conventional rigid motion registration approaches. Furthermore, the discussion for this technical development is limited to the scope of producing the high temporal motion estimates. However, its application to produce complete motion corrected images is currently being investigated and tested with promising results. 22 It should be acknowledged that this study uses an SMS factor of 6 motivated by its use in undergoing studies in our institution. While our motion estimation approach shows promising results using this SMS factor, the use of this algorithm with different SMS factors, particularly smaller ones, should be carefully evaluated. Finally, it is worth noting that the focus of this technical development is to present the feasibility of sub-TR motion estimation using a previously developed motion estimation framework, and, therefore, the detailed description of the framework has been omitted. Nevertheless, the algorithm is described in detail in a previous publication. 13 Regarding study design limitations, for this feasibility study we had to design our cohort to only include volunteers that were able to introduce fast paced continuous motion during an extended period of time. Therefore, we limited our volunteers to young healthy adults that previously volunteered for brain MR imaging, reducing the number of available subjects.
In summary, we have demonstrated that accurate hightemporal rigid-boy motion estimates can be obtained for rsfMRI taking advantage of simultaneous multi-slice EPI sub-TR shots. This development may provide a tool to mitigate the effects of motion in fMRI data, particularly for subject populations inherently prone to motion as children and is expected to have a positive impact in studies targeting these populations.
